World Food Prize Laureates Call For Action To End Global Hunger As Famine Warnings Rise

G20 leaders have been urged to commit to Brazil's agenda for ending global hunger and poverty by some of the world's most distinguished food security experts amid rising levels of hunger and climate vulnerability.

As the UN warns of imminent famine and extreme hunger in Gaza, Haiti and Sudan, 27 World Food Prize Laureates made the plea for the G20 to agree to a new global plan to tackle the food crisis in an open letter.

Brazilian President Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva, who won the World Food Prize in 2011, immediately made hunger and poverty key priorities when the country assumed the G20 presidency in December. His recently launched Global Alliance Against Hunger and Poverty taskforce met for the second time in Brasilia last week.

Among the World Food Prize Laureates to sign the urgent call to the G20 were Sir David Nabarro, Co-lead of the UN’s Global Crisis Response Group; Professor Gebisa Ejeta, who recently received the National Medal of Science at the White House; and NASA climate scientist Dr. Cynthia Rosenzweig.

Read the letter: [www.worldfoodprize.org/LaureateLetter](http://www.worldfoodprize.org/LaureateLetter)

This social media toolkit contains sample Twitter, Facebook, Instagram and LinkedIn posts which can be copied or adapted to promote the Laureate Letter.
Facebook/LinkedIn Posts:

Amid rising hunger and climate concerns, World Food Prize Laureates urge G20 leaders to prioritize the fight against global hunger and poverty.

With UN warnings of famine, the time for action is now. Brazilian President Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva's initiative, the Global Alliance Against Hunger and Poverty, requires support.

Bold, collective action is essential. Let's fund humanitarian appeals, invest in farmers, and reform financial systems. Learn more at www.worldfoodprize.org/LaureateLetter.

Together, let's work towards a hunger-free world. #WFPLaureates4Action

As hunger and climate crises loom large, World Food Prize Laureates passionately urge G20 leaders to prioritize the global fight against hunger and poverty.

With UN warnings of famine, the time for resolute action is now. Brazilian President Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva's Global Alliance Against Hunger and Poverty initiative deserves global solidarity.

Let's champion bold, collective action. Join us in supporting humanitarian appeals, empowering farmers, and reforming financial systems for a hunger-free world. Learn more at www.worldfoodprize.org/LaureateLetter.

#GlobalHunger #G20Leadership #WFPLaureates4Action

In the face of mounting hunger and climate challenges, World Food Prize Laureates passionately call upon G20 leaders to prioritize the eradication of global hunger and poverty.

With UN warnings of famine, urgent action is imperative. Brazilian President Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva's Global Alliance Against Hunger and Poverty initiative needs unwavering support from the international community.

Let's stand together for bold, transformative change. Join us in backing humanitarian appeals, uplifting farmers, and reforming financial systems to build a brighter future, free from hunger. Learn more at www.worldfoodprize.org/LaureateLetter.

#GlobalHunger #G20Leadership #WFPLaureates4Action
Twitter Posts:

Urgent plea from #WFPLaureates4Action: G20 leaders, it's time to prioritize ending global hunger and poverty. Let's unite for bold, collective action now! Learn more at www.worldfoodprize.org/LaureateLetter.

---
The voices of @WorldFoodPrize Laureates are echoing louder than ever. They ask G20 leaders to heed their call for action against hunger and poverty. Learn more at www.worldfoodprize.org/LaureateLetter. #WFPLaureates4Action

---
Today, World Food Prize Laureates are sending a powerful message to G20 leaders: prioritize the fight against global hunger and poverty. Learn more at www.worldfoodprize.org/LaureateLetter. #WFPLaureates4Action

---
The open letter from World Food Prize Laureates is a wake-up call for G20 leaders: the time for decisive action against hunger and poverty is now. Learn more at www.worldfoodprize.org/LaureateLetter. #WFPLaureates4Action

---
Join the movement: World Food Prize Laureates are urging action from G20 leaders to tackle the global food crisis. Let's stand together for change. Learn more at www.worldfoodprize.org/LaureateLetter. #WFPLaureates4Action

Instagram Posts:

🌍 Urgent Call to Action 🌍 World Food Prize Laureates are amplifying their voices to implore G20 leaders to prioritize ending global hunger and poverty. This plea comes amidst escalating challenges, urging swift and decisive action. Join us in rallying for change! #WFPLaureates4Action

---
📢 Today marks a pivotal moment as World Food Prize Laureates release an open letter urging G20 leaders to take bold steps in addressing the global food crisis. Let's unite in support of this crucial initiative and demand impactful action for a hunger-free world! #WFPLaureates4Action

---
🌍 Join the Movement 🌍 World Food Prize Laureates have released an urgent open letter, calling on G20 leaders to prioritize combating global hunger and poverty. Let's stand together and advocate for meaningful change! #WFPLaureates4Action
As the world faces increasing levels of hunger and climate vulnerability, 27 World Food Prize Laureates have come together to urge G20 leaders to support Brazil's efforts in ending global hunger and poverty. Led by Brazilian President Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva, whose commitment to addressing hunger and poverty has been unwavering, the Global Alliance Against Hunger and Poverty is gaining momentum.

In an open letter, signed by eminent figures such as Sir David Nabarro, Professor Gebisa Ejeta, and Dr. Cynthia Rosenzweig, the Laureates emphasize the importance of political will and leadership in tackling the root causes of hunger and malnutrition. With 735 million people currently facing chronic hunger and a quarter of a billion people experiencing acute food insecurity, the need for action is urgent.

The proposed plan includes crucial measures such as fully funding the UN's humanitarian appeals, investing in smallholder farmers, reforming the multilateral financial system, and enhancing cooperation across various sectors. These steps are essential in building resilience and securing a sustainable future for all.

As we celebrate the 110th birthday of Dr. Norman Borlaug, whose groundbreaking work saved countless lives, let us honor his legacy by taking decisive action against hunger. Together with the Hungry for Action campaign, we call upon G20 leaders to prioritize the global food crisis and work towards achieving Sustainable Development Goal 2 – ending hunger in all its forms. Join us in the fight against hunger. Together, we can make a difference. Learn more at www.worldfoodprize.org/LaureateLetter.

#GlobalHunger #EndPoverty #G20Leadership #WFPLaureates4Action